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Introduction
A comparative study is a complex undertaking. If analyzing different legal systems can
help to get a greater perspective on a matter, however, one shall not forget to respect each one of
them in their own individuality. It is necessary to understand their differences before seeking
their similarities. Bearing in mind this balance, we present observations within their national
framework as well the common aspects they share.
To get the most comprehensive overview, we did not limit the study to the research of
the characteristics of the judicial reorganization chosen by the different countries. We will
discuss the facts and findings which led to the recognition of a need for a reform, the driving
forces that have shaped the preparation and decision-making process as well as the criteria for
the effective implementation of the reform. Finally, we put forward some methods chosen by the
countries in order to help and smooth the reform.
While many states have conducted, or are currently considering to reform their judicial
map, this study will only focus on five countries: the Republic of Croatia (hereinafter referred to
as Croatia), the Kingdom of Denmark (hereinafter referred to as Denmark), the French Republic
(hereinafter referred to as France), the Kingdom of the Netherlands (hereinafter referred to as
Netherlands) and finally the Portuguese Republic (hereinafter referred to as Portugal).
As discussed throughout this report, these five states are at different stages in their
reforms, a fact that can sometimes make our analysis more complex. Here is a brief summary to
illustrate these various stages:
-

Portugal : reform paused after an experimental phase in 2008

-

Croatia : reform in progress, completion in 2019

-

Pays-Bas : reform adopted in 2012, implementation starting in January 2013

-

Denmark : reform completed

-

France : reform completed in January 2012
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The driving forces
In this first part, we seek to understand what factual findings about the judicial sector
have led various states to embark on a reform of the judicial map. We will see that not only the
faults are very similar but also that the decision makers’ requirements to reshape the new maps
have a lot in common.

Malfunctions and mismatch
For many reasons, the judicial maps of the five countries had become more or less
obsolete, seriously lacking appropriateness to the realities of the territory and the judicial
activity. Among these reasons, we find an obvious irrationality of the geographical distribution
of the courts as well as a suboptimal distribution of human resources leading to large differences
between courts’ activity level and effectiveness.

Irrationality of the geographical implementation
In several countries, the country's economic development has led to population transfers
that have thus altered the distribution of litigation. As a result, the widening gap between the
new legal needs and the old distribution of institutions is a direct cause of increased processing
time and backlog therefore threatening the principle of equal access to justice. Moreover, the
transformation of the society and the economy leads not only to a quantitative change in the
judicial demand (increase of litigations) but also to a change in the nature of the request (family
law, commercial law, etc.). These observations can be found in all countries except Denmark.
In the Netherlands, several cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants did not have any
court or tribunal whereas cities with a demographic deficit still had a court, especially in the
north-east of the country (for instance the cities of Leeuwarden, Groningen and Assen).
6

In Croatia, in 2008, the Minister of Justice then in office, Ana Lovrin (HDZ), stated that
"Given the size and the population of the country, there are too many courts in Croatia. This is
inefficient and requires enormous financial contributions." This excessive number of courts,
which was costly in terms of public finances, was one of the issues reported by the Croatian
Government in its action plan of 2008. Therefore the reform of the Croatian judicial map had to
take into account the demographic evolution of the country. In 1992, Croatia had 4,700,000
inhabitants, while in 2012, its population had dropped to 4.48 million (-4.7% in 20 years). This
trend is confirmed again this year, as the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) notes a decrease of
0.092% of the Croatian population. Thus, according to the predictions of the Croatian Bureau of
Statistics, the Croatian population should be of 3.1 million in 2051. In addition, the Bureau of
Statistics points out a very uneven distribution of the population (2011), since it is concentrated
mainly in the north, around the capital (Zagreb), and on the southern coastline, around the town
of Split. Also the majority of the population lives in cities - 58% in 2010 - a figure which keeps
growing (+0.4% between 2010 and 2015, according to CIA estimations).
An unequal distribution of the population is also pointed out in Portugal. The population,
with the advent of the rural exodus, tends to be concentrated on the coastal area. This results in
a great increase of the demand of justice in coastal cities like Porto or Lisbon. These areas
represent 75% of the population and their courts are literally clogged. On the contrary, inland
courts face a low demand and are quite inactive.
In France, there was an unequal distribution of commercial courts, high courts or
industrial tribunals, which was justified neither by the economic activity of departments
(administrative divisions), or the activity of jurisdictions. For example, some departments had
four commercial courts (Alpes Maritimes) when ten others had two, the Nord department had
seven High Courts (TGI) while other departments had only one high court. Finally some
departments had fourteen industrial tribunals while others, such as Gironde, had only one or
two. The obvious disparity in the distribution of population between the courts is an even more
explicit example between territories: the districts’ jurisdiction could cover from 10 000 to 900
000 inhabitants, with an average of 127,000, that is to say a high court could have jurisdiction
over 19 times more inhabitants than another high court, this ratio being even more important
for the courts of first instance (up to 69 times more inhabitants).
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The unequal distribution of resources
These geographical differences, besides a variable distance of the litigants to their
nearest court would, would not have been a problem if they had not been a reflection of the
disparity of activity levels in addition to an unequal distribution of material and human
resources. All of this results in longer processing time and affect the quality of judicial decisions.
Indeed, in the Netherlands, one of the main objectives of the reform was a redistribution
of human resources in order to avoid inequalities: in 2008, the Dutch court has dealt with
1,827,620 cases (incoming and resolved), with a total of 2,397 judges and 5,690 employees.
These courts vary in size between 30 judges (and about 180 employees) and 176 judges (and
531 employees).i
The same differences were noticed in France: many small jurisdictions suffered from a
non-optimal organization with sometimes an obvious staff shortage. 169 courts did not have a
full-time staff (non-optimal investment of the staff in the court) while 45 other courts had 2 to 3
full-time staff (1 person for 273 court of first instance and between 1 and 2 for 16 others).
Obviously, this prevents not only a good specialization of judges but may also restrict, according
to the French Minister of Justice, the introduction of new and more rational work organizations
and the pooling of resources. Human resources were not optimized. In addition to these human
disparities, several reports have revealed large material disparities: some courts were hosted in
old non-functional buildings.
Denmark is no exception to the rule because the country also had a great heterogeneity
in the distribution of judges in the districts.iiThus, 48 jurisdictions (out of 82) employed only one
judge whereas the City Court of Copenhagen had 42 judges. A report published in 1997 - the
Action Plan for the Danish Courts - ordered by the Ministry of Justice, showed that many small
jurisdictions struggled to withstand the prolonged absence of some key staff or to provide
specific legal knowledge necessary for some complex cases.iii Sometimes, in small jurisdictions,
the only judge had to be withdrawn from case because they were already working on a complex
case: judges from neighboring jurisdictions were asked to fit in. In addition to unequal human
resources, the distribution of competences accentuated the unequal distribution of workloads.
Civil cases involving claims for more than DKK 1M (approx. 135,000 €) had to be handled by a
High Court. This process contributed to clog the High courts, normally courts of appeal in civil
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and criminal matters. As a result, the Supreme Court would become the Court of Appeal for these
cases.
Croatia also suffered from this problem: some courts could not process all new cases
while others showed a very low activity level. Human resources were not distributed evenly and
did not match the geographical distribution of disputes.
To finish with, a territorial reorganization and a reallocation of human and material
resources was urgent in Portugal. Between 2000 and 2004, 170 out of 233 districts were facing a
sharp decrease of the activity of their courts. If reforms had been undertaken before
(reallocation of human and material resources, better use of new technologies, procedural
simplifications), a territorial reorganization was yet to come.

Backlog
As a result, all countries showed an increased backlog, which is in opposition to the
principle of an efficient justice.
The lengthening of the processing time of disputes was one of the most important
reasons that led Croatia to reform its legal systemiv: in 2004, the number of unresolved cases
was 1,640,365, some of which had been pending for three, five or even ten years.v These
difficulties could be explained by the overlapping functions of judges that prevented them from
achieving optimal specialization: judges had multiple judicial and administrative functions,
which resulted in the slow resolution of disputes.vi As a result, the Croatian justice appeared as
inefficient and of poor quality in Croatians’ mind since it was taking too much time. The Croatian
justice definitely needed to be modernized.vii
Justice was also considered being too slow and not efficient enough in Denmark: a user
survey in 2001 showed that 50% of users declared that the case management time was too long
for the Higher Courts. 30% of the users thought the same about districts courts.
As far as long case management time is concerned, Portugal ranks second in Europe. The
judicial reform aims at tackling this big issue. For many citizens, the Portuguese justice can no
longer resolve disputes in a reasonable period of time: the number of pending cases per 100 000
inhabitants went from 2563 cases in 1992 to 4863 cases in 1996 according to the DGPJ. During
the same period, the number of judges has continued to increase but so did the number of civil
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cases which resulted in higher costs for the Portuguese justice. These figures and trends ruin the
image of justice as well as the confidence of the citizens in their judicial system.
Only France seems not to be the victim of the lengthening of case management time if we
refer to the following tables:viii

Only local jurisdictions recorded an increase in the average duration of case processing
time between 2002 and 2006.
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Specialization: between concentration and proximity
In addition to the demographic evolutions of the countries and an unequal distribution of
human resources, we also have to point out a growing demand for very specific knowledge due
to the growing complexity of law. This aspect reinforces the need for a judiciary reform that
would seek to provide higher legal expertise. However, to answer this need for specialization is
not the only aim pursued by the judicial authorities: justice should also remain close and
accessible to its citizens. Therefore, the judiciary power must arbitrate between concentration
and proximity.

A specialization synonymous of concentration
Besides an obvious economic concern, the States also highlight a growing and crucial
need for a better specialization of judges and justice in order to respond to the increasing
complexity of law and the search for a better quality of justice and judicial decisions. Along with
the specialization of judges, many states also reorganize their justice in order to create
specialized courts for specific litigation: for example, France set up specialized units to deal with
cases of organized crime, of health, of terrorism, even though some highly technical fields, such
as the construction cases or the asbestos are still handled by all courts, including those with only
one chamber. Similarly, Portugal intends to create specialized units to deal with trade cases,
family cases, and cases involving under-18s.
Therefore, specialization and concentration seem to go hand in hand in various
preliminary reports. In fact, in small jurisdictions, judges would be on their own to face a variety
of cases. They cannot handle these cases optimally. This point of view is not entirely shared by
the French magistrates union: the modern means of communication allow contacts beyond their
court and district with other colleagues. In addition, it is rare, at least in France, that a judge does
not share their service between the court and the high court on which they depend. When they
go to the high court, they meet with other judges. Therefore, the judges have many possibilities
to make up for this theoretical lack of technical skills.
Finally, some judges fear that the specialization process conflicts with the mission of the
judge of the court of first instance, a judged considered as “judge for the disputes of everyday
12

life” and whose proximity and versatility are paramount: "by specializing, the judge might lose
his capacity to see the big picture.”
However, in addition to more informed decisions, a better specialization would, in
theory, result in a jurisprudential unification hence a higher quality of justice decisions. A
specialized judge would also be able to judge the cases more quickly: this time saving would
reduce the backlog of cases but would also reduce costs because the whole process would take
less time.
This time - and money - saving could also be enhanced by a greater separation between
the administrative and legal tasks performed by judges, including the presidents of the courts. It
is repeatedly emphasized in several countries that it is unfortunate that administrative tasks
that could be centralized by the same staff in a larger jurisdiction are done by people in smaller
jurisdictions who would happily transfer them if they could. Thus in Denmark, according to data
collected between 1998 and 1999, the judges of the 48 single-judge jurisdictions spend on
average between 17% and 24% of their time on management and administration tasks. A
tendency which is expected to persist if not increase and would become « a problem as the
amount of time spent on administration is disproportional with the time spent on performing the
duties as a judge ».
The same observations can be put forward in France and Croatia. “Judges with an interest
in administration and management may seek the new positions as court presidents whereas those
who aren’t really interested are relieved from such matters thus providing more room for legal
specialization. As such, the reform creates clearer functional differentiation within the judge
profession as oppose to before the reform where judges had to serve as both administrators as well
as in their legal capacity.”
Therefore, the concepts of performance, efficiency and specialization appear to be linked
to the problem of “proper use” or rationalization of both financial and human resources. As the
French Minister of Justice, said "a court of sufficient size allows collegiality, reinforced teams,
and enables judges to be assigned according to their skills." "A small court encounters difficulties
in the daily management of human resources. Part-time sick leaves, peaks of activity, etc. all of
this result in operational difficulties that affect their effectiveness. "
However, this theoretical intuition has never been, or little evaluated before
implementing the reforms of the judicial map even though all of them have led to the
concentration and thus the reduction of small courts. Denmark, the only country that tried to
bring empiric proofs saw this attempt backfired when reports showed that, against all
13

expectations, small courts did not suffer from a lack of effectiveness compared to larger entities.
The Danish report of the National Audit Office NAO evaluated between 1992 and 1998 the
performances of 82 courts using a method (Data Envelope Analysis) that took into account “local
factors such as staffing, work procedures, the use of new technologies and the adverse impact of
particular complex cases on the overall productivity of the district courts”. The main conclusion of
the NAO is as following: “Neither size nor geographical location has had any significant impact on
the overall efficiency of the district courts” and more importantly “the smallest judgeships
consistently displayed the highest average productivity” of the district courts.
So one could say that if specialization was de facto sought by all countries, it did not
necessarily mean that the smallest courts had to disappear. However, the Netherlands first tried
to specialize its justice without going through the concentration of resources. In the years 20082011, a reflection on the cooperation of courts happened in order to gain greater expertise and
specialization. They advocated mutual agreements of cooperation between courts. In 2006, the
Van der Winkel Commission was established to investigate the appropriate forms of cooperation
to ensure the continuity and quality of justice. According to the Commission, some courts had
enough resources and personal to have a sufficient level of activity and therefore to be efficient
in all areas of law. On the contrary, smaller structures could not support the new constraints, i.e.
the diversity of cases and the growing demand for specialization. The Commission made
recommendations regarding the distribution of volumes of cases among the districts and stated
that the cooperation would be required when the volume of a specific type of cases was under a
fixed threshold.
In 2008, many districts had established some forms of cooperation but the goals were
not achieved. Cooperation was implemented only (mainly) to overcome temporary shortage of
staff. In July 2008, the Judicial Council considered that the past ten years illustrated the failure
of cooperation between the courts. Therefore a legislative reform of the judicial system
appeared inevitable.ix
A similar attempt was made by Denmark through two alternatives: The first suggestion
was a model with differentiated competences but it was dismissed on the grounds that it would
segregate the courts into A-level courts capable of conducting all types of cases and a remaining
group of B-level courts with only a limited case catalogue. The consequence of such a
differentiation would lead to a decrease in public trust with regards to the capabilities of
particularly the B-level courtsx. The second model was relying on a collaboration between courts
when cases required specific resources and aw expertise. The courts organization and map
would not change but new "regional headquarters" would be created for complex cases.
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However, the expected savings were not enough and restructuring the judicial map proved to be
necessary.
The idea of justice specialization is not just a convenient justification for the reforms of
the judicial map. Alternatives other than concentration (reduction of the number of courts) were
considered but the expected results (including money savings) prompted the authorities decide
a reconfiguration of the courts territorial distribution.
However the quest for savings might have prevented a thorough reflection on the best
judicial reorganization. This is particularly the case for France that relied on “minimum” criteria,
ie thresholds, in order to get "large enough" courts. However, no attention has been paid to the
larger jurisdictions, or clogged jurisdictions where a possible devolution of activity to nearby
jurisdictions could have been beneficial as far as the case processing time is concerned. A
modification of the districts’ divisions could have allowed some courts to increase their activity
by alleviating other courts. Such changes have been made in some cases but the government
clearly preferred the suppression method. The issue of over-clogged courts has not been
resolved and in some cases, it got worse after the implementation of the reform.
For example, the court of Bordeaux, that handled more than 11,000 new cases per year
in 2008, had by far the highest rate of activity of France. Yet, it absorbed three of other courts in
Gironde, which further increased its work load (more than 10%). Thus, the cover rate, the ratio
of the number of new case for the number of solved cases dropped by 7 percents between 2009
and 2011.
To conclude, the economic constraints of states backed the idea of courts suppression.
However, studies of impacts must be done in order to foresee and manage the transfers of
activity between the courts so that the remaining courts do not suffer from the concentration
process. Modification of competences can go hand in hand with the suppression of courts to
overview these activity transfers.

The principle of proximity questioned
In opposition to this movement of specialization of justice (through the concentration of
resources) is the principle of the proximity between justice and citizens. This idea was put
forward on numerous occasions and has often led to many debates or deadlocks during the
reform process. Proximity is a principle put forward by both judges and political actors.
15

For example, the Danish socialist party states: “to ensure a modern and well-functioning
court system …we need to discuss a reduction in the numberof jurisdictions … however, we must not
forget that proximity is also one of thefounding principles of justice. The citizens feel safe by having
their courts and policestations close”xi. The conservative party also shared this opinion:“Ifthe
provincial towns lose their judgeships the judges will also quickly lose contact to their local
constituencies”.
French and Danish judges were aware of the need for reforms for mainly economic
reasons, and they wanted a profound reflection on the allocation of litigation. Their reasoning
was that some areas of law (and therefore judges and courts) needed to stay closer to the
litigants because of the specific population and procedures they involved: for example, the cases
about excessive debt or guardianship affect people less likely to be able to travel to court, cases
of divorce request the hearing of witnesses and parties and people could renounce to o to court
due to the distance they have to travel. That would undermine the quality of decisions and/or
question the effectiveness of the right to defense.
On the contrary, other areas could grouped into specialized units or single jurisdiction on
the basis that « a majority of the population will never or only once or twice in a lifetime have to
attend such proceedings” (Denmark, DomstolenesStrukturkommission, 2001). The Trade Union
of Magistrates of France supports this idea too: "some litigation deserve closer proximity than
others, and some litigation should be grouped for more strength and consistency." "It does not
seem shocking, to travel 50 or 80 km to go and see your judge, once or twice in your life, while
the same distance is traveled regularly to see a specialist (doctor), or just to go to shop in the
“big city.” (…) The temporal proximity of justice is more important than geographical proximity.
The defendant prefers to have a hearing date quickly, because there are hearings every week,
even if he has to drive a few more kilometers. "
This vision is far from being shared by everyone: some judges and elected officials of
small towns claim that the suppression of their jurisdiction is the last withdrawal step of the
state from small or isolated cities. This is also why, when there was a debate, this argument has
often strengthened the project opposition as it was the case in Denmark.
These findings prompt our team to encourage a deep reflection on the distribution of
litigations in general. Studies on the volume and growth of each type of cases should be done
along with a reflection on the need of proximity to solve these cases. Some areas could then be
grouped into specialized units or even single jurisdictions or fully digitized. Moreover, a
reorganization of the distribution of litigations beforehand would allow a first reorganization of
the activity and thus would avoid “counter” transfers of activity when some courts are closed
16

down afterwards.

The« New Public Management » as a guideline
The idea of a judicial reform can also be placed within a broader context of structural and
procedural reforms of the public sector - such as the actual "General Reform of Public Policies" in
France. We take the example of Denmark, where the New Public Management thinking has been
an obvious driving force.

The municipal reform
The example of the municipal reform in Denmark marked “the beginning of the most
comprehensive and radical transformations of the Danish public sector in decades”.xii This does
not mean that the judicial reform can be reduced to a purely causal relation which would
underestimated a complex politico-administrative process, but "it is (...) not entirely
unreasonable to expect that, given the centrality of municipalities in the public sector, the
reform act as a sort of precedent in terms of organizational and institutional changes. The
spillover effects will thus encourage other sectors and organizations to reassess their position
within the system. " xiii
In only one go, the number of municipalities was reduced from 271 to 98 and the 13
counties were abolished in favour of five regions. “Once the reform train was in motion, other
actors began to jump on board in order to use the opportunity to restructure their own
organizational and procedural setup”xiv. In this context, close professional connections between
judicial actors and municipalities are not to be neglected.
The merging process of municipalities led to fewer and larger town halls with a
corresponding growth in the size of the administrative support structures. This in turn meant
more employees within the individual administrations that also became more centralized due to
the relative growth of the size of each municipality. Morten Sten Andersen underlines that the
question of size has been of key importance throughout the entire reform, especially the concept
of “economies of scale”. The same reasoning can be applied to the judicial reform.
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The police reform
The police reform, finally implemented in the beginning of January 2007, is particularly
relevant for this study because of the high degree of interdependence between the police and the
judiciary systemsxv. Indeed, although the two share no formal political, administrative and
budgetary bonds, both are nevertheless closely intertwined as they both belong to “the same
legal circuit where the police apprehend and prosecute criminals whereas the judiciary passes
judgment in the court of law”. Therefore, developments within the organizational and
institutional life-world of the police will most likely have an impact on the inner workings of the
judiciary.
Throughout the official publications, question of size, this time in the form of police
precincts, remained a central concern in the reform, where the tendency also gravitates towards
fewer and larger organizational units. According to the committee, the smaller police precincts
would not have been able to meet the requirements of the future as the types of crimes are more
complex and require stronger professional organizations (the necessary experience will be more
easily found in bigger, self-sustainable units)xvi.
In its conclusion, the structural report suggests that the number of police precincts in the
future should be reduced from 54 to 25, thus creating an organisation which is almost 100%
identical to the future jurisdictional organisation of the district courts proposed by the
Structural Committee for the Courts in their 2001 report (cf infra). The Vision Committee will go
one step further in its recommendation by reducing the number of precincts to 10 or 12 in total,
an reduced number seen as necessary for a viable decentralization.
Denmark also conducted a health reform following the same principles.
The philosophy of the "New Public Management" occupies a dominant position in setting
objectives and methods for the reform and should be considered as a general and persistent
trend despite changes of political coalitions in power. Indeed, management through
performance, economy of scale are key principles shaping the reforms. Therefore, we can say
that the “reformist” context of the Danish public sector has strengthened the idea of a similar
solution to the problems of the courts. Without conducting the same demonstration for the other
countries of the study, we can assert that this reasoning was broadly shared by them.
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The decision-making phase
The driving forces discussed previously led the authorities to announce a reform of the
judicial system. Then starts a major phase which consists in shaping the actual measures of the
reform, a phase in which the encounter of different political wills and the public opinion is
sometimes difficult to achieve. Therefore, the methods to adopt the measures of the reform
differ among countries, some of them favoured the speed of the reform over its amplitude and
others did it the other way around. Apart from the method chosen, it is important to decipher
the reorganization criteria that were chosen.

Between speed and amplitude
The countries led their reforms in different ways: either by involving the political field
and submitting the project to public debate, or by confining the debate to the government itself,
consulting only those directly involved by the reform. Without judging the choices of each state,
we felt it was important to highlight some advantages and disadvantages of these different
options. Two axes of analysis can be identified, one being the celerity the process and the other
being its magnitude. We will use the cases of Denmark and France to carry out a comparison
between these two axes, without forgetting to look at all the intermediate pathways which are
specific to the other countries.

The concern for a coherent and consensual reform in Denmark
Since 1998, the aim of assessing the legal situation of the country was for the Social
Democratic government in power a priority (for a reform implemented in 2007). While the
Structural Committee for the Courts was appointed for this purpose in 1998, and the budget
report published by the Ministry of Finance in 2000, the Danish reform was the result of
extensive preparatory documents. Having considered in turn various modes of reorganization of
the judiciary, the need for a structural reform of the judicial settlement quickly became obvious
19

to the Social Democratic government. Compared to the disadvantages caused by the
vulnerability of judges, the lack of flexibility and professional training, the inability to manage
complex cases the principle of proximity of justice was not that important. In 2001 one of the
founding documents of the preparatory process for the reform is published by the Structural
Committee. This report points out one by one the issues of the existing system and accepts the
idea that economies of scale will be higher with larger jurisdictions. As a consequence of this
report, a parliamentary debate opened on March, 27th 2001 with the objective to discuss the
prospect of a concomitant reform of the police and justice. During this debate, the reform project
was initially supported by a broad coalition of political parties, including the Conservative Party
and the Liberal Party, the main opposition parties at the time.
However, at the end of the year, when the reform was ready to be voted, the fact that the
elections were approaching and that the theme of “proximity of justice” has entered the public
debate prompted various political parties to change their mind and declare that they were now
against the reform project.
Described as a pre-election "political bomb" by the Unequal Denmark Association, the
project was publicly denounced and suppressed because of this political tension. The project
was paralysed, not just for the duration of the campaign and elections (which the LiberalConservative coalition won), but during the next four years, without any major changes made to
the initial draft in the end. The lack of political will to address the issue at that time was clear
and the reform quickly left the public debate.
It was thanks to the continuous action of a pro reform coalition that the project was not
completely forgotten. This powerful coalition prompted the new government to resume the
legislative process. Composed by the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Finance, the Court
Administration, and the judges of the superior courts, the members of this coalition had a
“personal interest” in this reform: a more “noble” work would be provided to superior courts as
they would get rid off the “small cases” as well as the "paperwork" and the Ministry of Finance
wanted to pursue its agenda that is to say transforming the public sector.
We must point out the work of the Court Administration, which, through letters, articles
and reports published, prompted the government to resume the process. In a letter addressed to
the new Liberal-Conservative government, the Court Administration writes: “there is a need to
carry out some significant changes to the existing jurisdictional structure if the judiciary is to
achieve its stated objectives” (Carlsen 2002). Internally, the Court Administration constantly
informed its employees of the project's progress. Finally, a number of professional associations
united their voices in favor of the reform, thus legitimizing the government's discourse. The
20

quite passive behaviour of the political parties and the lack of interest in the reform project from
the public prove that the judicial reform was first and foremost an idea conceived within the
judiciary itself.
However, the numerous reports issued before the reform enabled Denmark to conduct a
thorough reform, by changing the judicial map but also by redistributing the litigation
competences and finally by ensuring the adaptation of the new card to other public services such
as the police districts.
In the Netherlands, in a reverse chronological order, the Dutch government also intended
to apply the new judicial map to the future units of police divisions. The Bench will also follow
this division. The long term objective is that the police and prosecutors will be organized
uniformly in all regional judicial districts of the judiciary.xvii

Avoiding paralysis: the French reform
A different analysis can be done for France. Because of the numerous attempts to reform
the judiciary in the 1990s, all of which failed, the Minister of justice, certainly by fear of a new
political quagmire, decided not to involve the Parliament, thereby avoiding political and public
tensions to ensure to conduct the reform of the judicial map quickly.
In France the reform is one of the first decisions of the new elected President Nicolas
Sarkozy. Elected in May 2007, the reform is announced one month later, on June 27th by the
minister of Justice Rachida Dati, who asks the Secretary-General to establish a “mission for the
judicial map” (committee), under its authority. Its mission was to prepare the reform by
conducting a double consultation.
First, a general consultation, organized within the "Advisory Committee of the judicial
map", a body composed of the heads of Supreme Court, the Presidents of Conferences, the Chiefs
of the Courts of Appeal, the prosecuting attorneys of the courts, the representative organizations
of staffs, the representatives of the consular judges, as well as all the representatives of all the
legal professions (lawyers, solicitors, notaries, bailiffs, auctioneers, clerks, etc).
In addition to this “general” consultation, local consultations were organized by the
heads of courts of appeal and the prefects, the former being responsible for consulting with
judges and officials of the judiciary and the judicial and legal professions while the prefects had
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to collaborate with local and decentralized services of the State that works hand in hand with
the judiciary.
This consultation was summarized in a report handed to the minister of justice on
September 30th, 2007 which was partially implemented (for example: the organization of the
courts of appeal). However, the impact of this consultation must be kept in proportion: many
criticized that fact that the period allowed for this consultation was too short to be truly
successful (June-December 2007).
In addition to this consultation, the preparatory work for the reform of the judicial map
was multidisciplinary (including statistics, property planning or budget planning), which
involved a variety of actors from different backgrounds but not the real stakeholders of the
reform. This reform appeared to be confined to the government and some “technical” actors. At
the beginning of 2008, that is to say six months after the beginning of the consultation, the
consultation period is over and decrees are promulgated in February 2008, for an
implementation period ending in January 2011.
If many actors from the judiciary agreed that a reform was needed, the government’s
choice to "rush" things provoked discontent among many professions. One proof is that the
study committee on the judicial map only met once, when it was created.
As a result, more than two hundred claims were filed against the decree promulgating
the new judicial map. In 2010, the Council of State validated the procedure and the decree,
saying that it was up to the regulatory authority to rule on the geographic location of
institutions: "If section 34 of the Constitution reserves the right to the legislature to set the rules
for the creation of new types of courts (however) the determination of the number, seats and
competences of each jurisdiction created is defined by the executive power." The Council of State
judged that the overall reform of the judicial system was coherent with the constitutional
objective of the “good administration” of justice and the criteria chosen by the government to
elaborate the new map was legitimate.
However, the Council of State said that, if the advice of the Parliament was not
compulsory, it could have been consulted. The fact that the government did not involve the
Parliament also meant that the judicial reform had to be limited to the geographical
implantations of the court without the possibility to reorganize the competences of the courts.
For example, the “conseil des prud’hommes” location is determined by a law: between going
through the process of changing the law or to leave this institution as such, the government
chose to leave "a council whose existence was no longer justified." Laws have been passed on
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later to change the distribution of competences and litigation but some complain that this new
changes will alter again the activity of the new courts.

The decision-making process in other countries
The Netherlands
In the Netherlands we must first highlight the technical and consensus aspect of the
reform. For ten years, a reform process based on cooperation and specialization deeply changed
the Dutch judicial system. The Superior Council of Magistracy appointed several commissions in
2006, 2007 and 2008 to see how to improve coordination between jurisdictions and to reflect on
the needs for structural change (Van Der Commissions Winckel, and Van DetmanDijk).
The Dutch Council of the Judiciary played a major part in the reform. From July, 15th
2008, at the request of the Ministry of Justice, it gave advice on the bill in preparation. A notice
has been issued by the Council on September, 28th 2011 following the amendment of the bill by
the lower House of the Parliament (TweedeKamer).xviii
However, despite the various committees and the involvement of the High Council of the
Judiciary, the reformed lacked of dialogue with the citizens as there was no public debate.
Similarly, if everyone shared the idea that the judicial system had to be improved, the different
actors did not agree on which solution to implement. The following debates remained in the
spheres of justice professionals without reaching the public although the bill was available
online (website of the Dutch government).xix
The Council allowed the different judicial professions to comment on the reform project.
The Executive Committee of prosecutors approved the implantation policy proposed by the
government. They agreed with the idea of reducing the number of district courts and the
establishment of additional locations. The Dutch Association of lawyers understood the logic of
the policy but said that, regarding the local coverage of justice, another compromise could be
found. The association emphasized the importance of accessibility to litigants. The Royal
Association of bailiffs considered justice as a basic service and anyone should have easy access
to : reducing the number of courts is contrary to the interests of citizens and is therefore
undesirable.xx The Dutch union of the judiciary (NVvR) also participated in the reflection process
of the reform; some of its work is used in the letter of the Judicial Council to the Minister of
Justice on July, 13th 2009. In this letter, the Council criticized the reform proposed by the
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government, and suggested alternatives. It also highlighted the importance of taking the courts’
staff into account.
But as we said before, the reflexion that led to the reform project was mainly carried out
by the various committees appointed by the Judicial Council.
In 2006, the Van der Winkel Commission was established to investigate the appropriate
forms of cooperation to ensure the continuity and quality of jurisprudence.xxi In December 2006,
another report, "Judiciary is quality”, is written by the Deetman Commission which reuses the
Van Der Winckel committee's findings. The Commission sees no need to change the number or
boundaries of jurisdiction because the current judicial map manages to deal with the majority of
cases. However, for cases in which increased specialization is necessary, the scale should be
increased. The recommendations of the Van der Winkel Commission were not really followed by
facts; the 2008-2011 program has renewed the goal of "cooperation and specialization in law."
To effectively implement these objectives, a new committee has been put in place: the Van Dijk
Commission, which objective was to study the distribution of cases between districts. In 2008, as
previously said, cooperation appeared as an inefficient solution and the Netherlands decided
that a reform of their juridical map was necessary.xxii
Following the report of the Deetman Committee, the Minister of Justice proposed to
merge the districts of Almelo and Zwolle to create an independent district of Flevoland. The
lower House of Parliament (TweedeKamer) approved to work not only on some regional
districts but to consider a complete revision of the organisation of judicial administration
because the quality of justice requires more organizational links within the courts. Also, given
the new demographics’ data, reforming the judicial map was necessary. Finally, the Minister
asked the House to only work on the reform of the judicial map.

Croatia
In Croatia, public actors have played a crucial role.

If the leadership role of the

government has been repeatedly emphasized,xxiii the projects were mainly prepared by the
Ministry of Justice,xxiv and more precisely by the department specialized in international
cooperation with the EU. Then the bills were approved by the Parliament. A multipartite
parliamentary commission was created to deal with matters related to the EU accession. This
commission prepared the parliamentary debates in order to reach consensus before the vote in
plenary session.
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This explains why most of the bills relating to the judicial reform encountered (almost)
no opposition.xxv There were no strong political opposition to the judicial reform. Indeed, the last
part of the reform (December 2010) was adopted by 108 votes in favor, one vote against and
one abstention.xxvi
The first strategic document about the judicial reform was adopted by the Croatian
Government in 2005 and its Action Plan for the implementation of this strategy was adopted in
2006, then modified in 2008xxvii and 2010.xxviii The Croatian government distinguished three
different phases in its planning: short-term (2011-2013), medium term (2014-2016) and long
term (2017-2019).xxix
The Croatian judicial reform involved a variety of actors, therefore some coordination
was needed. The Council for Monitoring the Implementation of the Judicial Reform Strategyxxx
was established in 2006, made up of the Minister of Justice and Secretary of State for Justice, the
President of the Supreme Court, the Chief State Attorney, the Chairman of the Parliamentary
Commission in charge of the judiciary, the National Judicial Council (since 2010), the Council of
General Prosecutors (since 2010), the Judicial Academy (since 2010), the Chairman of the
Chamber of Notaries, the Chairman of Croatian Bar Association.xxxi
Finally, the Croatian judicial reform was carried out with the help of several actors of the
judicial system. For example the staff of the Judicial Academy was involved, which is an
independent institution since 2009. The Professional Association of Croatian Judges
(Udrugahrvatskihsudaca) was also consulted. This probably explains the little opposition that
the reform faced:

judges welcomed the reform and especially the part regarding their

independence. Nevertheless, the proposition to merge some courts provoked some opposition.
The Supreme Court and various courts were also consulted as experts. Indeed, according to the
Constitution, the judicial power belongs to the courts, with the Supreme Court being the chief.
Thus, the Supreme Court could give its opinion on draft laws relating and it handed several
reports to the Parliament.xxxii
The State Judiciary Council was also associated to the reflection, as an autonomous body
deciding on the appointments, dismissals and careers of judges. After the constitutional reform
of June 16th 2010, the majority of the State Judicial Council members were elected by the judges
themselves, ensuring the independence of the body from the political power.xxxiii Finally, we can
also mention another body, the State Attorneys' Council, also elected by its peers.xxxiv
However, the media and the public opinion were quite indifferent about the evolution of
the judicial reform. The absence of strong opposition or scandals contributed to this aspect.xxxv
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On the contrary, the European institutions were strongly involved in the Croatian judicial
reform, including the European Commission, which acted a monitoring and surveillance body.
The UE Commission published several intermediate reports, to assess the progress of the reform
and to make suggestions for improvement. This monitoring work of the European Commission
also probably explains the speed and the comprehensiveness of the reform. Instead of
considered different alternatives for the reform, Croatia chose to follow the recommendations of
the European Commission..xxxvi

Portugal
The main actor of the reform is the Ministry of Justice, with Ms Teixeira da Cruz. The
reform of the judicial map was implemented by the Law 52/2008 which was voted by the
Portuguese Parliament. The Partido Socialista, in power in 2008, passed the law, despite the
opposition from other political parties. This legislation aims to reform the organization and
functioning of the courts, in order merge the 308 courts into 20 large courts operating with
different sections in the same district.
This reform started with an experimental phase: it was implemented in only three
jurisdictions; this is why its vote did not spark a real debate or opposition in the civil society.
The population was not consulted, and in return citizens as well as judicial actors did not show a
great interest for the reform due to its experimental aspect and its implementation on a small
scale only. Indeed, the legislature chose to carefully implement the reform in order to predict its
effect and control its application. At first, an extension to the whole country was planned.
However, this extension was suspended by decision of the Minister of Justice, Ms
Teixeira da Cruz. Indeed, the Ministry of Justice explained that, before continuing the judicial
reform on the organization of the Portuguese courts and tribunals, it was necessary to focus on
the reform of the procedural law, so that the judicial organization on one side and the
procedural law on another side could harmoniously converge. Thus, in order to focus on the
reform of the procedural law, the implementation of the reform of the judicial map was
suspended, so that the two reforms could be implemented simultaneously. Therefore the
Portuguese will be a comprehensive reform, as it will not only change the organisation of the
courts but also the legal proceedings (procedural law). Nevertheless, the global context cannot
be overlooked: the 2012 report which assesses the experimental phase of 2008, takes into
account the recommendations of the troika. Public consultations will take place before the
generalisation of the reform.
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Looking at these different countries shows that the authorities were, in general, quite
cautious shaping and implementing the reform. This caution is particularly obvious in Portugal,
which is still in experimental phase, which is proceeding slowly in order to carefully coordinate
the various aspects of general judicial reform.
It stems from this comparative study that if political support is crucial and may be
binding for the implementation of reform, it seems that:
-

A fast but incomplete reform is less optimal in the long run than a slower but more
comprehensive and consensual reform.

-

A real consultation and reflection phase is needed with the institutions and staffs
involved to benefit from their experience and get a wider and innovative vision for
the reform but also to ensure that the reform is understood and backed by the people
who will be responsible for its implementation.

A common method: merging/suppression
To reshape the judicial system, the technique used was not the construction of new
buildings and the relocation of courts but the suppression of structures in order to merge them
with larger courts.
In the Netherlands, the average size of courts nearly doubles and tribunals are more
uniform in size. Now the biggest court is just two times larger than the smallest one (six times
larger before). This merging process was feared by judges and administrative people because
they were expecting management, travel, and organisation difficulties.xxxvii
Croatia has significantly reduced the number of its courts on the whole territory and in
all the different branches of jurisdiction. The services of general prosecutors have also been
rationalized.xxxviii
Type of jurisdiction
Municipal Courts
Tort Courts
Commercial Courts
County Court
Administrative Court
High Commercial Court
High Tort Court
Supreme Court
Total

Before rationalization
108
114
13
21
1
1
1
1
260

After rationalization
67
63
7
15
5*
1
1
1
160

Reduction
38%
45%
46%
29%
38%
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*4 administrative courts and 1 High Administrative Court

Rationalizing the Croatian judicial map is done by merging courts, by incorporating
smaller entities into larger courts of similar type.xxxix The president of the larger court becomes
the president of the new merged structure and smaller courts that were absorbed become
decentralised structure of the principal court.
This process has been designed to be very gradual. The first step is to pool non-judicial
resources, such as administrative or financial services. It is only then that the merging will take
place “on the ground”, with the physical transfer of judges from one court to the other.xl This
transfer has not happened yet in Croatia. Indeed, the process of rationalization of the judicial
reform is still ongoing, and will last until 2019. However, an amendment to the law on the State
Judiciary Council (dated November 2011) makes it possible to transfer a judge from one court to
a higher court, with his consent, of this court is facing a massive influx of cases or need to step in
for another judge. As of January the 31st 2012, six judges were temporarily transferred to a
higher court.xli
A strict schedule with has been established by the Ministry of Justice.xlii The final
deadline for the effective merging of the courts is 2019.


Municipal courts : came into force in January 2009



Tort Courts : came into force in January 2010



County Courts : came into force in December 2010



Commercial Courts : came into force in December 2010

For Denmark, the judicial reform (Retskredsreformen) had one clear goal: to reduce the
number of "city court jurisdictions" from 82 to 24. This would be the structural basis for future
reforms. The new "district courts" (Byret) all have at least five judges, a president and about 50
employees (except the island of Bornholm which only has two judges). The president of the
court shall have the qualifications of a judge but in order to be appointed, their managements
skill will also be tested. As a direct consequence of the merging of courts, almost 25,000
employees will change of workplace location.
For Portugal, as the reform is still at an experimental stage, no decision on court suppression
has been taken for the rest of the territory.
France’s jurisdictions dropped from 1190 to 863 jurisdictions:
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• 62/271 “conseils de pud’hommes” were closed on December, 3rd 2008 and one will be
created
• 55/185 commercial courts were closed on January, 1st 2009
• 178/473 courts of first instance were closed on January, 1st 2007 and 7 created on
January, 1st 2011
• 178/474 local jurisdictions closed on January, 1st 2010 and 7 created on January 1st 2011
• 23 transfers of commercial competence from high courts to commercial courts,
• 4 commercial courts were created in departments (administrative divisions) that did not
have any
• 31 clerks’ offices were closed on January, 1st 2010.
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Reshaping the maps
The elaboration of the criteria that will be used to reshape the judiciary maps appears to
be the most important phase of such reforms. Indeed, this phase decides which jurisdictions will
remain and which are to be closed down. Therefore, the judicial authorities have to thoroughly
evaluate the needs for justice throughout their territories in order, firstly, not to create any
« judicial desert » and secondly to avoid that anyone is discouraged to refer a matter to a court
because of the new distance they would have to travel. We will first present the variety of
criteria chosen by the different states, which prove to be quite similar, and then we will present
some of the preliminary work we managed to gather.

The criteria
Among the different countries, we can notice two major criteria used, the first being the
activity of the courts while the second is the obligation to take into account, to a certain extent,
the spatial configuration such as the existing infrastructures.
For France, the necessity to adapt the justice to the evolution of its economy and
population resulted in the need to use both judicial and territorial facts and data. Therefore, not
one but many criteria have been used. As far as the judicial activity is concerned, the
jurisdictions have been categorized (depending on whether they were first-instance level
jurisdictions, high courts, courts of appeal, etc.). Then all the jurisdictions from the same
category were assessed with the same criteria. For example, to get an objective idea of the
demand of justice in a specific area, the authorities would look at the number of new cases
brought each year to the courts: the courts cannot influence or modify this figure. On the
contrary, figures such as the number of closed cases or “efficiency figures” (quality of the
decisions, number of appeals, processing time, etc) were dismissed on the base that they could
be influenced by the difference of technical and human resources allocated to the jurisdictions.
To get a better idea of the average demand of justice, statistics about the activity of the courts
were collected for the last three years before the reform in order to come up with an average
figure (2004-2006 for the courts and high courts and 2003-2005 for the commercial courts).
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As far as the territorial aspect is concerned, France applied several criteria. The
authorities collected data and analysed the distances between the different courts in kilometres
and in mean run time. To do so, they took into account the existing or future infrastructures –
communication routes, means of transportation- as well as the physical geography of each area.
Regarding the demographic dimension, France used data from its National Institute for
Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE) including the last census of 1999 on which the
projections of the French population in 2030 are currently based. Other data regarding labour
pools and dynamic economic areas.
In addition to this, the presence of a nearby penitentiary proved to be important in the
decision process: for security and economic reasons, the authorities try to reduce the distances
to travel.
In the end, activity thresholds were used: any high court processing less than 1,550 civil
cases per year or 2,5000 criminal cases per year was considered inefficient and not necessary
and therefore had to be closed down.
Nevertheless, all the criteria mentioned above were applied with some restrictions


At least one high court should remain per « département » (first-level French
administrative region) no matter its activity level.



The high courts that would absorb a smaller high court should remain, no matter their
activity level.



High courts that have a nearby penitentiary that can accommodate at least 400 people
should remain no matter their activity level.

Once the criteria were applied to the courts of first instance, the French authorities got the
following results:


Every court of first instance with an activity level that requires a magistrate for less than
a part time job should be closed down



A court of first instance processing less than 615 cases per year (but that requires a
magistrate for more than a part time job either because of its own activity level or
because of the activity it will inherit as a result of the takeover of another court of first
instance) would remain open in the following cases:
o It is located more than an hour away from any other court that could have
absorbed it.
o The presidents of court presented a counter-proposition
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o At

least

one

judicial

structure

should

remain

in

the

area

to symbolize the presence of justice (the court of first instance will remain when
the commercial court is closed down)


The activity level of the court of first instance requires at least two magistrates / the
court is processing at least 1230 new civil cases per year.

When the activity level of the courts of first instance is between 615 and 1230 new civil
cases per year, the suggestion of the courts presidents –either in favour of its preservation or its
closing down – were followed by the authorities more than 85% of the time. Otherwise, the fact
that the authorities disagreed with the court presidents were based on the following
considerations (that applied to 22 courts)


The run time to access the new court is more than a hour or, on the contrary, there is
another court quite near.



The respect of a territorial balance (ratio of surface/number of jurisdictions)



Specific property issue in Paris and its surroundings.
As far as the clerks’ offices are concerned, the 1991 reform had already resulted in the

closing down of more than fifty offices. In June 2007 they were still 86, even though more than
thirty of them had been in fact inactive for several years. The latter were officially closed down
as soon as the reform started in 2008 and those which still had staff were shut down in 2009
(most of them on December, 31st). This objective was to group together the resources and also to
avoid the isolation of some civil servants that were working in micro groups in those offices
(135 of them scattered among 86 offices). The only clerks’ office still open is the one in SaintLaurent du Maroni because of the exponential demographic growth the area is experiencing:
reports show that, in the long term, this office will not be enough and a proper court will have to
be built.
The same logic was applied in the Netherlands. The reform enables to group together a
large number of cases regarding a same field in order to facilitate the courts and the judges’
specialization. But, in order to get a proper idea of the expertise and organization capacity of the
courts, the authorities chose to focus not on the number of new cases per year but on the
number of judges working in a given area. The Department of Justice noticed that the court
districts were too small. Indeed, in some districts, the number of judges was too small to
guaranty the quality of justice (to ensure this level of quality, they set this level to an average of
20 judges per district). As a result, the concentration of skills was necessary and would be
obtained through a reorganization of the territorial divisions that would seek to increase the
number of judges in each new district.
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The Dutch government also intends to apply the new judicial map units for future security
police districts that will be put in place. The prosecutors will also follow this framework. In
addition, the five offices of prosecutors which exist in the various courts of appeal will be
replaced by a single office. However, this new structure is not going to make big changes because
the new geographical framework is based on the border of the current regions. In addition, there
is already a national organization for the Courts of Appeal. The objective is that in the near
future, the police and prosecutors will be organized uniformly in all judicial districts.xliii
In Portugal, the reform establishes rules to determine whether the closure of courts is

justified or not. The notions of efficiency and rationality are very important However, since
the reform was implemented in only three jurisdictions and it has not been extended to the rest
of the country yet, no real protest arose. At this point, no decision to close the court has been
taken but the criteria have been chosen:
After the reorganization of the system,
 courts dealing with less than 250 cases a year will be closed down


Distance criteria: if a court of first instance dealing with few cases is located less than an
hour from another court that could handle the case, it must be closed down.



Quality of equipment of the court and the property of the court building: if it is rented
and the equipment is old, it must be closed down. But if it belongs to the Ministry of
Justice and is in good condition, it should remain.



The demographic trends: if the 2011 census shows that a geographical area is
abandoned, its courts must be closed down.

The reduction of the number of courts is planned but official reports also show the
government’s will and caution: they do not want this process to increase the distance between
justice and citizens, especially for those living in the countryside of far away from the main
cities.
To this end, it is planned to create sections of proximity operating in buildings where courts
were previously installed with equipment allowing full access to the computer system in all
parts of the region.
In sections where local bailiffs perform functions even if they have no judicial functions, it is
possible to obtain information on proceedings, to receive documents, hold video conferences
and obtaining judgments in any field (work, family and children, trading, etc.). provided that the
matter be dealt with in a section integrated in the same region.
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Croatia also set up a list of criteria in order to decide which courts to close down. Again, we
will find criteria about the activity level as well as territorial criteria. Here is the list of the
Croatian criteria:
• The distance between the two courts is less than fifty miles;
• The population in the given area;
• The means of transportation available to the public;
• The number of cases received annually;
• The total number of cases resolved and pending in each court;
• The number of cases resolved by each judge;
• The ratio of the number of judges and staff to the influx of cases;
• Specific cases (eg, each island must have at least one court).
In general, it is the courts with the fewest judges and treating fewer cases that are targeted
and closed down during the reforms. These decisions were also made after consultation of the
property and investment planning (both were decided simultaneously).
After looking at each country’s list of criteria, some similarities can be found such as:


The ratio of the number of new cases received each year to the number of cases solved
by each court (cover rate).



The number of cases solved by each judge and the ratio of the number of judges to the
staff of each court and to the influx of new cases.

Each country used a variety of criteria to ensure the most pragmatic appreciation of each
court situation but there is no denying that in fact the activity level of the jurisdictions prevailed
even though it was, nonetheless, toned down by other considerations such as
geographical/temporal distance or the necessity for justice to be symbolically present in some
areas.
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SUMMARY OF THE DIFFERENT CRITERIA CHOSEN
 Territorial critera
Population and economy
- the evolution (growth and transfer) of the population
- the repartition of the population between cities and the countryside
- the ratio of the number of inhabitants to the number of courts in a given area
- the economic dynamism of the area
Infrastructures
- Distance between the courts
- Commuication/travel routes and mean run time between the courts
- Geographical caracteristics (mountains, islands, etc.)
- Property issue/ equipment available
 Level of activity
Cover rate
- Average number of new cases registered per year
- Average number of cases solvd by each judge per year
- Average number of cases waiting to be processed per year
Human resources
- What is the specialisation of each judge ?
- What contract do they have ? (part-time, full time, etc.)
- How many people work in the court ? (administrative agents, clerks, etc)
- What is the smallest amount of judges that can work in one court ? (threshold)
 Other criteria
- The presence and size of a penitentiary
- Other ongoing reforms such as the map of the police districts
- Administrative territorial divisions
- A minimum number of courts for each geographic area to maintain of territorial balance
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Presentation of some preliminary work
To get an inside of the construction process of the criteria proved to be the most difficult
part of this study. As this phase was part of the preliminary work, few documents were released
to the public. Nevertheless, we managed to gather some information regarding this phase, most
of them coming from the French committee for the judicial map (Mission pour la carte
judiciaire). We would like to thank Mme Reitzel, president of this committee that provided us
with documents.

An intensive collection of data
One necessary step for the French committee for the judicial map was to collect and
analyse data regarding each and every courts: courts of first instance, high courts, courts of
appeal, clerks’ offices and commercial courts. All the figures regarding the physical and temporal
distances between the courts were merged into one document. These figures were collected
thanks to itinerary websites, local bus and trains services as well as other relevant sources.
Below is an example of a map that helped building the general document presented on the next
page.
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In addition to these geographical characteristics, more data were collected about the
activity and staff of the courts and about the previsions of the population evolution of each
district. Here is the final document regarding the French high courts:
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Some specific reports were issued to try to appreciate the particularity of each situation.
Here, we present one example of these reports.
Courts of first instance in the judicial district of the high court of Nancy
1/ Number of courts of first instance and staff
The judicial district of the high court of Nancy encompasses three courts of first instance:
-

Nancy ( with a clerks ‘office in Pont à Mousson) : 7 judges, 29 civil servants
Lunéville : 1 judge, 5 civil servants

2/ Demographic data
Population
Census of 1999

3/ Activity :
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Lunéville

Toul

Nancy

76 782

64 841

415 106
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Processing time for the civil
cases

Lunéville

Toul

Nancy

2004

4,2

3,5

5,1

2005

3,8

3,1

5,2

2006

3,2

3,4

5

TI
Lunéville

TI Toul

TI Nancy

2004

551

489

645

2005

650

586

661

2006

757

638

648

Number of cases solved by
magistrate

4/ Geography and distance :





Distance Lunéville – Nancy : 35 km , 29 on highway ; 28 minutes on smaller roads
Distance between the most remote point of the district of Lunéville (Raon-lès-Leau) and
Nancy : 87km, 45 on highway – travel time : 1h16
Distance Toul – Nancy : 24 km, 15 on highway – travel time : 24 minutes
Distance between the most remote point of the district of Toul (Thiaucourt - Regniéville)
and Nancy : 49 km, 21 on highway – Travel time through smaller roads : 24 minutes

Conclusions:
 A higher activity level in Lunéville than Toul
 A higher activity growth in Lunéville than Toul
 More guardianship cases in Lunéville than Toul : population less mobile
 More cases of excessive debt in Lunéville than Toul
 Lunéville has, in 2006, the highest activity per judge (757 processed cases)
 Lunéville is further away from Nancy compared to Toul
 The population of the Lunéville district is 1,2 time bigger than the population of the Toul
district
 The processing time of civil cases is shorter in Lunéville than Toul
 The court of first instance in Tould will be replaced by a lighter judicial structure
(maison de la justice et du droit).
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Setting up of a method

Despite some local specificity that had to be taken into account, the objective of the
French committee for the judicial map was to set up a method in order to be able to explain in
details the choices of the French government. We present below the method used for high
courts.
Method for the modification of the map of high courts
All judicial actors agree with the following assertions:
-

A court displaying a low level of civil and criminal activity cannot ensure the
necessary specialisation to judge cases that prove to be more and more complex.

-

When there are not enough judges and civil servants in a court, organisation and
functioning issues arise.

54 high courts have currently less than 10 judges, including judges working only part-time. 29 of
these high courts also have less than 20 civil servants.
Moreover, every high court that still has commercial competence will hand out their commercial
activity to other jurisdictions.
Closing down the smallest high courts (among the 181 currently existing) was a solution to be
carefully taken. A list of criteria was taken into account and the high courts were split up into
five different groups.
Group n°0
If the judicial district of a high court has the same geographical limits as the administrative subregion (« département »), this high court is not to be closed down, no matter its activity level. On
this basis, 41 high courts are « spared ».
Group n°1
Here are the criteria of the high courts that form Group n° 1:
-

Their judicial districts are smaller than the administrative sub-region (« département »);

-

Their level of activity is low. In the years 2004-2006, their average activity level was
inferior to 1550 new civil cases.
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32 high courts were in this group. Apart from a few exception (explained in the final table), these
courts were close down and their activity and staff absorbed by another high court from the
same administrative district. According to statistics and projections, the population within the
districts of these now closed high courts would drop under 170 000 inhabitants in 2030 (except
for Montbrison).
Groupe d’étude n°2
Here are the criteria of the high courts that form Group n° 1:
-

Their judicial districts are smaller than the administrative sub-region (« département »);

-

They are are among the 61 smallest high courts (last third) according to one of the three
following critera:
o

The average civil activity between 2004 and 2006 was inferior to 2115 new cases

o

The average criminal activity between 2004 and 2006 was less than 3610 new
cases

o

The projected population in 2030 was inferior to 168 000 inhabitants

10 high courts, which were not in groups 0 or 1 matched these criteria.
The decision to maintain or close these high courts was taken on a case-by-case basis
(explanations can be found in the final table).
All high courts that have an important penitentiary facility within their district or that were
more than 45 minutes away from any other high court were all maintained.
Group n°3
This group gathers all high courts that do not belong to groups 0, 1 and 2 whose judicial district
is smaller than the administrative territorial district and for which their presidents suggested
their suppression. For example, it was the case for the high court of Bourgoin-Jallieu which was
absorbed by the high court of Vienne while waiting for a new (bigger) high court to be built.

Group n°4
All other high courts whose judicial district was smaller than the administrative territorial
district were maintained. This explains why several administrative districts still have more than
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one high court. These high courts either had an activity level judged high enough to get a
satisfying level of specialisation or the population living within the district of these high courts
is expected to reach 168 000 inhabitants or more.
Summary – by administrative divisions : decision and explanation
Divisions with two high courts or more
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Accompanying the reform
A reform of the judicial map is not over once the criteria have been established and the
authorities have decided which courts to keep and which to close down. Once these choices
made, the next big step is to smooth the transition period: to manage the staff transfers, to
guaranty the continuity of justice during this delicate phase. Then, the judicial authorities also
have to consider or strengthen methods and structures that can help balance the facts that there
is less courts than before.

Some logistic aspects
Property planning
Regarding property, a better planning could have enabled France to save some money:
sometimes, huge amount of money were invested to renovate buildings that were close a few
years later because of the reform.
We would like to highlight the Croatian method which is based on a long-term projection
of building structures: a clear timetable has been established by the Ministry of Justice, the final
deadline for the effective merger of the courts was set to 2019. The process was deliberately
designed to be progressive. Indeed, the government has identified three phases in the process of
rationalization of the judicial map.
-

The first five years, real estate investment funds will not be invested, ie the courts to
disappear will not be renovated or provided with new equipments.

-

Within 10 years, additional funding will be allocated to build annexes to the existing
courts which will absorb other courts

-

Finally, within 15 years of reform, funds will be invested to build new buildings.
Thus, the earlier the reform is planned, the better: a thorough property investment

planning will maximize the return on investment by avoiding any "waste" of money. In the long
term, especially Portugal and Croatia emphasize it is better to keep state-owned structures.
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The adoption of common management tools
Croatia first decided to fist pool some non-judicial resources, such as administrative or
financial services. It is only in afterwards that the merging process will take place on the ground
that is to say the massive physical transfer of judges from one court to another. A progressive
method that the Danish post-reform report considers important: the internal focus was
primarily on the process of settling down and establishing new routines and procedures as well
as the massive task of moving personnel, files and equipment from the old judgeships to the new
locations.
In fact, the transfer of files proved to be more or less difficult depending on whether or
not the courts were using the same classification systems or software. For example the fact that
a single computer chain "Cassiopeia" was introduced in France to replace applications in
criminal courts greatly helped facilitate the continuity of the work of the courts.
Therefore, a progressive fusion of different services (administrative, financial) would
smooth the whole process and the staff transfer should happen last. The development of
common methods and tools of communication is an obvious facilitator and would help avoid a
chaotic transitional period.
To multiply the experimental phases at all levels (administrative, equipment, personnel)
would allow empirical observations that would enable to adjust the reform based on these
observations. Portugal has implemented its reform in three counties before realizing that they
needed to pause it in order to deal with the procedural reform first. These field studies would
also predict more accurately the actual costs of a reform.

Accompanying the suppression of courts is necessary, but it is also important, in regards
to the principle of the proximity of justice, to develop other measures so that the closing down of
courts does not lead to the creation of “judicial deserts”.
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Renewing the judicial presence
For the territories that have lost their court or tribunal, new ways of administering
justice can be develop to mitigate the closure of courts. These new methods, which do not aim at
“replacing” de facto the courts, allow citizens to maintain some proximity with justice. Among
these new methods, we present the development of “alternative legal structures” as well as the
development of the use of new technologies of communication.

Flexible or alternative legal structures
These alternative structures would allow citizens to enforce their rights without having
to travel all the way to their new courts. In addition to the alternative dispute resolutions, new
structures were established in some countries in order to avoid judicial deserts.
The Netherlands chose to establish secondary locations in each court district and each
court of appeal. These sites are located where there is a high population concentration. These
secondary locations consist in administrative units to welcome citizens. Thus, districts will have
one main office where administrative functions are centralized. On the other hand, a number of
secondary places where judges can hold hearings and write decisions will be set up throughout
the territory. This logic allows the reconciliation between the requirement of concentration of
resources and expertise with the principle of access to justice. In these local sites, a wide range
of cases will be handled (social law, criminal law ...). The Parliament managed to ensure most
common cases could be handled in local sites easily accessible to citizens. But some issues
regarding the organization between the central court and secondary locations needs to be
addressed. The creation of these secondary sites depends on how far citizens would have to
travel to go to their court and technical difficulties to access it (roads, trains, buses, etc.).
This secondary sites system is very similar to the French system of “audiences foraines”
(itinerant courts/public hearings). These public hearings aim at resolving disputes of everyday
life, including family matters. The organization of public hearings should enable any jurisdiction,
to hold public hearings regarding any matter outside the municipality where they have their
headquarters. The heads of the courts are in charge of the organization which is entirely based
on the participation of judges and staff: this system generates a number of constraints since it
asks judges and clerks to travel with their files. In addition, the places where the public hearings
take place should be equipped accordingly: computers, safety devices etc. According to the
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Judiciary Union, the public hearings represent considerable efforts from judges who are already
overburdened.
Even though, the minister of justice had high expectations about this new system, people
were sometimes disappointed: the material organization of public hearings, their costs, and the
additional amount of work for magistrates sometimes led to the suppression of these public
hearings. At Niort for example, as in many other places, the public hearings of the former High
Court of Bressuire were abandoned, given the practical difficulties they generated: lack of
manpower, travel time, unsuitable places, no security system...
However, people are quite satisfied when they were maintained. Conversely, where they
have been removed after a few attempts, there is sometimes a decline in access to justice. The
Minister of Justice must renew its effort to mobilize people in order to overcome the material
difficulties the public hearings represent.
In addition to these public hearings, France has also created alternative legal structures.
France has initiated the establishment of “new generation” of Houses of Justice and Law, a
concept that already exists since the first generation was to ensure the judicial presence in
sensitive urban areas. Here, their scope has been extended to remote rural areas, to avoid
judicial deserts. The Houses of Justice and Law provide information, services, counseling and
legal advice. They include a variety of actors (judges, educators, social workers, lawyers ...) and
deal with daily/minor crime and small civil matters (housing, consumer debt), and offering
alternative dispute resolution methods (conciliation, mediation). The “new generation” of
Houses of Justice and Law can host the public hearings and they are gradually equipped with
videoconference devices.
Between 2010 and 2012, 16 Houses of Justice and Law were created in addition to the
133 already existing. However, their creation does not only depend on the will of the Ministry
of Justice. It is based on agreements signed by all the partners of the structure: the department
prefect, the mayor of the place, the heads of jurisdiction, the President of the County Council
etc. Moreover, funding these structures also involves actors outside the Department of Justice,
actors who also suffer from high budget constraints. The State provides the initial equipment of
the structure, as well as the legal staff, however local authorities have to pay for the operating
costs. In addition, it is the local authorities that provide the building, and the majority of the
non-legal staff.
Although they are useful, these additional structures are not intended to replace the
courts: they are a mean of access to the law or access to justice because they provide
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information non-judicial disputes resolution. But their mission is by no mean to replace the
judge.
To find a solution to the closure of a judicial establishment, lighter structures which
require less human and financial resources can be created to deal with some cases (secondary
location, public hearings). An investment planning should be planned by the Ministry of Justice
at the start of the reform to provide these structures with an appropriate logistic and financial
support. Indeed, they have a great potential but they currently suffer from a lack of resources.
The development of these structures must be eased by the use of new information and
communication technologies.

The use of new technologies
The use of new communication technologies in the judiciary, also called e-justice, should
experience an intense phase of development in the years to come.
"One of the reasons that could justify that the rationalization of the judicial map was
more important than the proximity of justice is that new technologies change the way we
perceive distance "1 (ENCJ Project Team," Judicial Reform in Europe).
In Denmark, since 2009 several aspects of e-justice were implemented. For example the
land register become fully digitalized and automatic. Everything is now centralized in one
instance and is electronically available through a web portal. Therefore, a large number of
simple cases in this area will be fully automatically treated allowing a substantial reduction in
processing time without resorting to a “real” court. This example of "electronic case processing"
is shown as a way to save time and money for both the defendant and the court. Croatia also
digitized its land register. Thus, disputes related to land, which constituted 19% of unresolved
cases in 2007 in Croatia were quickly solved.
However, this method cannot be generalized to all areas of law; prior discussion of what
areas of justice can be computerized would be interesting for countries that are considering
reforming their judicial map.
A wider use may be made of videoconferencing. Many countries have highlighted the
benefits of such technology. After a successful experiment, Denmark intends to equip all its
districts, but also a number of prisons to facilitate the review of sentences under the "Video 3
project." The video is already used for some criminal cases to involve witnesses and suspects.
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In France, in criminal matters, the use of video conferencing is authorized in several
cases mainly during hearings of witnesses, experts and civil parties, interrogations and
confrontations.
The use of videoconferencing is developing in very similar ways across countries.
Portugal plans the creation of " sections nearby " to mitigate to suppression of small courts
where legal services would be provided online as well as video conferencing services.
France has created “CVJ”, points of "contact video-Justice",
they are administrative virtual counters, equipped with Internet
access, that enable citizens to a request, to view information
directly on the screen, to receive documents, to sign and talk with a
legal practitioner with a webcam. The "user" counter is installed in
an access point to the law (city hall, house of justice and law ...). It
is connected to a "expert" counter, located in a court.
At present, 15 "video-justice" counters have been installed
in France. They equip the courts, town halls and gradually the
"new generation" Houses of Justice and Law. Each one of them
costs approximately 30 000 Euros.
Theoretically these tools are functional and useful, but for the moment these counters do
not seem to be used much. The people in charge to operate these devices have argued that these
counters are expensive and difficult to fix, especially since they are often located in remote areas
with no maintenance companies around. Moreover, in practice, their use is far from being easy:
located in remote or rural areas, they are used by citizens, who are fragile (guardianship, debt,
etc.) or not familiar with new technologies. They need assistance to use these terminals so these
devices do not avoid the necessity for someone to be present.
Finally, some are concerned that these methods lead to the dehumanization of justice or
to the loss of its solemn aspect. It also raises questions about the respect of the right to defense
when people who do not express themselves easily can be even more "disabled" by an
unfamiliar technological environment. Another practical question is, when videoconference is
used, should the lawyer be with his client or with the judge? Questions regarding the security
and confidentiality of transmissions are also frequently asked.
Finally, the electronic transmission of legal documents is developed by all countries. For
example, lawyers are able to examine the record of his client or they can send documents
without having to go to the court.
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In France, for example, documents can now be sent electronically "notifications of
pleadings, warnings or notices, reports, judicial decisions may be sent electronically." And " all
the preliminary work about setting about and preparing the case can be done electronically
without the presence of lawyers: the lawyer only comes to plead their cases."
The same method is being developed in Croatia with the introduction of a computerized
business management system called "Integrated Case Management System." It was introduced in
several courts at the end of the year 2010 - after a trial period – and now all courts should be
equipped by the end of 2012.
New technologies decrease the new to travel, ie allow the dematerialization of justice
from its territory, which therefore helps to mitigate the consequences of courts suppression. If
these solutions have great potential, we must encourage their development through information
and training for both court staff and potential users.
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Various results and observations
If the reforms of the judicial map were undertaken, it is largely, as we have seen,
to rationalize the use of financial and human resources of the justice. To compare the evolution
of the justice budget of each country would be irrelevant since they are organized quite
differently. However it is important to see if some effects of these reforms already impacted the
functioning of justice.

Investments and adjustments
As we have seen, the reforms are part of the process of "New Public Management" that
puts budget rationalization at the center of public decisions. However, the development of
alternative methods of dispute resolution, of flexible or alternative legal structures or new
communications technologies, also needs significant financial investments.
The success or failure of the reforms is largely due to whether or not they were
sufficiently funded. Detailed impact studies are necessary so that the departments of justice and
budget can know exactly what they are getting into.
Otherwise the risk is to start the reform and then suffer from a wide disorganization
because of a lack of adequate funding. In fact, Denmark encountered serious adjustment
problems once the reform started. The obvious lack of staff resulted in an unprecedented
backlog that could have been even bigger if the police reform carried out at the same time had
not disorganized the transfer of cases to the courts.“As I mentioned above, the partly failure of
the implementation process has first and foremost been due to an inconsistency between the
stated objectives and the available resources and competencies. “2008 was also the year when
the financial crisis took off, thus created a massive influx of economically related cases into
which made the situation worse.
The same problem is found to a lesser extent in France where the absorbing courts have
not inherit the total amount of staff of the courts that had been closed down. The reform of the
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judicial system has led to a downsizing of jurisdictions staff: for the courts affected by the
reform, it corresponds to a decrease in the number of judges by 6.9% and 9.1% for civil servants.
Aggregate figures confirm this fact finding: the reform of the judicial system a decrease, between
2008 and 2012, of 1% of the total number of judges and 2% of the civil servants in France.
This reduction of human resources impacted the efficiency of the remaining courts: this
can be seen through the coverage rate (ratio of the number of cases handled to the number of
new incoming cases) of the various courts.
For the courts of first instance impacted by the reform, that is to say courts that absorbed
smaller courts, their cover rate increased from 96.9% to 98.6%, but this corresponds to the
average change at the national level. In contrast, absorbing High Courts saw their cover rate
decrease by more than 1% while the rest of the High Courts had at the same rate improved their
cover rate by more than 1 % (from 98.8% to 99.9%). Of course this could be just a temporary
phenomenon, it is still too early to know if this is a transitional adaptation period or a real
deterioration in the quality of justice.
The effectiveness of the jurisdiction in the matter is evaluated through a particular
indicator, the coverage rate of incoming files, which is the ratio between the new cases and cases
handled in the same year by the court. According to figures provided by the Chancery, the results
of the reform of the judicial system in this regard are contrasted:
In some cases, some emergency measures have been necessary like in Denmark where the
Court Administration had complained in 2007 that the reform was under-funded: “This is the
last call for the courts. If the politicians and the government don’t grant a large sum of extra
money to quell the growing case piles in the district courts we risk that the entire reform
suffocates […]”
In 2009, the Parliament decided to allocate an extra sum of 15 million to deal with the
the number of pending cases. This budget has been used to temporarily assign 200 employees in
the courts impacted by the reform.
However, all difficulties have not been overcome yet. Additional funds are needed to
carry out several projects regarding the development of new technologies.
The "Electronic data exchange in criminal cases" project had to be suspended. Also, the
project to create a public database that would gather all legal decisions issued by the Danish
court is still waiting for funds.
In the end, financial issues can be found both before and after the judicial reform,
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therefore, it is necessary to bear in mind all the implications that the reform might have not to
face malfunctions afterwards.

Some positive results
However, positive results can also be observed, first of all regarding the collegiality. The
remaining courts have now bigger staff. Comparing the situation before and after the reform for
France is eloquent: the vast majority of jurisdictions had seven judges or less. Today, the
smallest jurisdictions have at least 15 judges.

The increase in the activity of the courts
The rationalization of the judicial map also led to an obvious increase of the activity of the
courts. In France, a third of the courts of first instance received less than 500 civil cases per
year. Now it is only two courts. For the High Courts, whereas less than ten recorded 1,500 new
civil cases per year, those who absorbed other courts in 2011, now record at least 2500 new
cases per year. For commercial courts, the reform help raise the average number of new cases
from 950 to nearly 1400 per year. It is true that many jurisdictions are still experiencing activity
rates lower than the criteria that shaped the reform but these courts were kept for other reasons
(territorial reasons).

Specialization
Bigger staff and higher activity levels allowed a greater specialization of magistrates. If
every situation must be analyzed separately, but in general the beneficial effect of the reform on
this matter is undeniable. This specialization is noticed both for staff and for courts organization.
For example, in France, the court of first instance of Lens absorbed two other courts and was
able to specialize two judges on the matter of guardianship. This specialization unified the
methods used by the guardianship judges. In Dunkirk as well, after the merging, the remaining
High Court could create a third civil chamber dedicated to the family cases. As a result the
processing time of cases decreased and is now lower that the national average. Many others
example could be given.
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Access to justice
If the reform allowed a greater specialization, what about the proximity of justice? Do
bigger distances to travel lead some people to renounce to go to court?
In France, a first observation could be done by looking at the rate of non-appearance of citizens. Several interviews indicated a lesser appearance of litigants when they were called
before the judge. However, the available statistics on the subject are not enough to verify or
refute this assertion.
In most cases, the new judicial map had no impact on the number of new cases received
by the courts. This neutrality of the reform attests the relevance of the choice of location by the
judicial authorities.
However, in other cases, the courts suppression resulted in a decrease of the demand for
justice, even though it increased mechanically at national level. This is the case for the courts of
first instance of Haute-Loire, whose number of new cases decreased of 21%. For absorbing High
Courts, the number of new cases decreased on average by 5 % compared to 2009 whereas
We should be cautious when looking for conclusions: we must wait and see if in the next
few years, these figures persist or not. In all cases, it is important to keep in mind that a reform
of the judicial system, as any disruption of organization, causes significant transient
disturbances. Therefore, the reflection work before the reform is of high, but it is not until
several years after the reform that the State will be able to say, whether or not, the reform of the
judicial system was a success.
Currently in France, the creation of a "guichet unique de greffe" (single clerk’s office
counter) is on study, which seeks to unify the clerks of various courts. This proposal
demonstrates that in any case the reform of the judiciary is never really stopping.
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Conclusions
To conclude, we will gather the aspects that we think are important and could be useful for
the states which are considering carrying out a reform of their judicial map.

1. TO FORESEE THE ACTIVITY TRANSFERS
Impact studies on how the activity of suppressed courts will be transferred to the
remaining courts should be conducted so that the absorbing units do not suffer from this
additional work load

2. TO CONSIDER LEGAL JURISDICTION REDISTRIBUTION
Changes in district divisions can go hand in hand with the suppression of courts to
manage the transfers of activities and get more homogeneous levels of activity between courts.
This will also mean that the courts will have a homogeneous degree of specialization and thus
the quality of justice will also be more homogeneous throughout the country.

3. TO REFLECT ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF LITIGATION
A deep reflection on the distribution of litigation in general is necessary before the
implementation of a reform of the judicial system. Studies on the volume of each type of
business and its temporal progression should be conducted in parallel with a reflection on the
need for proximity for the courts judging these types of cases. Reorganization of the distribution
of litigation beforehand would allow a first reorganization of the activity that would not conflict
afterwards with the subsequent reorganization of judicial offices.

4. TO CREATE SPECIALISED UNITS / TO DIGITALISE SOME AREAS
OF LAW
Some areas of law could be handled by specialized units or even by one single court: for
example cases not related to specific geographic locations (such as patents, the right of the air
and sea, cyber crime or human trafficking) could be centralised. Other areas could even be fully
digitized (eg litigation regarding the land registers).

5. TO CONSULT
A quick but superficial or incomplete reform is less than optimal in the long run than a
longer and laborious reform that proves to be more comprehensive. A real thinking phase, or at
least consultation phase with the staff of the institutions involved is crucial, firstly to benefit
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from a wider and innovative vision to shape the reform but also to ensure that the reform is
understood and supported by the people who will be responsible for its implementation.

6. TO EVALUATE THE DEMAND FOR JUSTICE BY REGION
An analysis of the activity of the courts first in terms of gross activity in the different
regions indicates whether a court is really necessary or if the demand for justice is so low that
the court suppression will not impact the population that much.

7. TO ASSESS THE EFFICIENCY OF COURTS
An evaluation of the efficiency courts should be done by calculating their average
coverage rate, the ratio of the number of cases to the number of judges, etc. This will help predict
the human resources needed for each court depending on the expected new level of activity.
Such study would also reveal what is the optimal size of a jurisdiction.

8. TO CALCULATE DISTANCES
In order for the new map to be as consistent as possible, the physical and temporal
distances between suppressed courts and absorbing courts should be calculated and maximum
distances decided so that individuals are not unequal when it comes to the access to justice.
Deviations from the average distance should be kept as reasonable as possible.

9. TO LIST THE EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURES
In addition to calculating the distances, the authorities should pay attention to see if the
geographical area is easy to travel, not only through communication channels (roads, highways)
but also with public transportation (bus, train). Indeed the most fragile people (indebtedness,
guardianship, etc.) often use public transportation. This aspect is also part of the principle of
equal access to justice.

10. TO MAKE PROJECTIONS
To take into account demographic and socio-economic aspects is necessary to construct
a map that will be relevant in the future. Therefore, the authorities should gather data on
demographic and activity trends or analyse the specificity of some territory or part of the
population (dynamic economic zone, aging population, “urban sensitive area”) in order to
provide consistent judicial settlements (guardianship, traffic management or delinquency).
Indeed, if we estimate the “gross demand” for justice as it is now, we must also bear in mind that
today’s most dynamic areas can become tomorrow’s deserted areas. A fair arbitration is to be
found between the present and the future.
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11. TO PROVIDE STAFF SUPPORT
An intense reflection on how to coach staff during the transition period should be done.
The career prospects of each person should be taken into account and the whole reform system
should authorise not only some flexibility on their geographical redeployment but it should also
offer them the widest career options possible.

12. TO DEVELOP COMMON TOOLS
A progressive fusion of different services (administrative, financial) would result in a
smoother transition period and legal staff transfer should happen last. The development of
common methods and tools would greatly facilitate the merging process and avoid a chaotic
transitional period.

13. TO PLAN THE PROPERTY ASPECT
To begin as soon as possible to plan the real estate aspect will help to maximize the
return on investment and not "waste" resources in buildings or equipment that will be
eventually closed down. To promote the maintenance of state-owned structures, or other
buildings that require little modernization (especially in terms of access for disabled people, for
example) will allows savings in the long run.

14. TO EXPERIMENT
If possible, to plan experimental phases regarding different aspects (administrative,
material, personnel transfer) will provide feedback to the authorities. As a result, they will be
able to adjust the reform based on these observations. These field studies would also predict
more accurately the actual costs of the reform.

15. LINKING MEANS OF ALTERNATIVE RULES
Simplified individual or collective procedures would be less costly for the institutions
and will reduce the cases in which the presence of a lawyer or a judge will be required.
Simplified procedures would encourage litigants, despite the distance, to seize justice. The
development of mediation would enable litigants to find solutions without necessarily having to
go to court.

16. TO DEVELOP LIGHTER AND MORE FLEXIBLE
INFRASTRUCTURES
Lighter structures, which requires less human and financial resources (secondary
location, fair hearing), can be created to deal with some cases but also to provide legal advice
and alternative dispute resolution to avoid travelling to a court.
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17. TO EXPLOIT THE POSSIBILITIES OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
New technologies allow the dematerialisation of justice while the accelerating it. Reliable
and secure means of information transmissions would enable litigants to consult specialists or
receive the necessary expertise without requiring a nearby court. The need to go to the court for
litigants or lawyers can thus be drastically reduced.

18. TO CHECK REGULARLY
To issue regular reports will help to see how the reform is going. The authorities would
be able to emphasize the positive aspects but also to identify some unintended negative effects
in order to respond and deal with them as quickly as possible.
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